
2x Flip N Slide Bucket Lid Mouse Rat Trap Automatic Mouse Trap With
Ladder Reusable

RRP: $69.95

Mice are adorable in cartoons, but when it comes to your home or

business, they're trouble in a tiny package. With these flip-and-slide

mousetraps by Randy & Travis Machinery, you can catch the little

creatures without the cruelty of glue and snap traps. Just put some

irresistible treats on the lid, toss some birdseed inside of a five-gallon

(18.9-litre) bucket, snap the lid on top of the bucket, and install the trap

along a path on which the mice travel. Then, all you have to do is relax

while the unsuspecting mice drop into the bucket. In the morning, simply

take the bucket outside and release the mice into the wild.

You'll never have to risk your health by touching a mouse again. Even

better, you can reuse these traps as often as you need. They're sturdy,

durable, and waterproof, so you can sanitise them between uses. They

also work with smaller rats and other pests, so you can solve a broad

range of pest problems with a single set of traps. They're safe for

household pets and children, unlike spring-type and glue traps. And, if you

prefer not to keep the pests alive, simply fill the trap halfway with water.

Don't risk bringing pest-borne germs into your home or business. Get this

two-piece set of mousetraps today!

Features and specifications:

Set of 2
Material: Plastic
Colour: Black and yellow
Diameter: 30.48 cm
Pet- and child-safe
Flip-and-slide construction
Arrives ready to use
Reusable and sanitary
Works with both mice and smaller rats
Designed for 18.9-litre buckets (not included)
Indoor or outdoor use
Perfect for home or business
Allows live capture
Hands-free release
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